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I was recently on a tour of a newer theatre space
and, upon peeking into the booth, I felt a little
overwhelmed by the technology I found in this
small-ish community theatre. I don’t think
(hope) I’m alone in feeling this way. The
complexity of technology used in the theatre
has accelerated in our digital age, so much
so that it’s easy to forget the humble and
ancient origins of stagecraft. How did we
get here?
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Since there has been a theatre, there have been
stagecraft elements—theatre technologies—and over the
centuries both have developed and evolved in lockstep, influencing
and affecting one another. Costume and mask were used by ancient cultures
in rituals—predating what we consider theatre. The ancient Greeks, in addition
to building the first theatre spaces, used marionette-like puppets, a device for
doing reveals, and a crane for flying performers. Medieval Europe in the 15th and
16th Centuries saw trapdoors, effects with real water and fire, and the use of
reflected light. When indoor theatre became more commonplace during the Italian
renaissance, we saw advances in scenic design as well as stage lighting—candles
or lanterns—and rudimentary dimmers. In Elizabethan times, the properties of a
theatre company included household items and furniture, these were the ‘props’
that the actors used on stage.
Discussion of these archaic devices has become little more than a history
lesson, but it’s important to note that this cycle of development and innovation
continues—although the basis of theatre is an ancient form, it has stubbornly
refused to stagnate. The centuries old march of technology has pushed and
cajoled theatre along with it.
In this issue, we chat with Jennie Esdale in Community Profile about Green
Fools Theatre, puppetry, and Calgary’s new West Village Theatre. Ann Salmonson
outlines new technologies that could change the way costume designers and
wardrobe artisans operate in The Cutting Edge?. We went off the beaten path
and found some unique examples of older stagecraft elements with the Antique
Tech Roadshow. In The Process, Jon Lachlan Stewart breaks down the technical
elements of Surreal SoReal’s The Genius Code. For our Theatre Technologies
edition of Foils, we caught up with T. Erin Gruber and Matthew Waddell who
tell us how they see the current state of lighting, projection, and sound
design. All Stages Technical Editor Scott Peters chats with some industry
professionals on the use of ubiquitous—everyday—technologies for Q2Q.
And, in our Opinion feature, University of Lethbridge Props Master Steve
Benson tells us how the recent trend of Makerspaces Can Help Theatre.
My hope is that you, the reader, won’t be daunted by the subject matter of
our ‘Theatre Technologies’ issue, but use it as a guide, to ask questions, and
perhaps venture into the booth, backstage, or into the flies.
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Jennie Esdale

Co-artistic Director, Green
Fools Theatre, Calgary.
All Stages had the pleasure of chatting
with Jennie Esdale of Green Fools Theatre
about puppetry, her work with the company,
and its new shared performance venue.
Green Fools Theatre has been creating,
performing, and teaching physical theatre
arts focusing on masks, puppets, and
stilts to diverse audiences locally and
internationally since 1991.
Where does your interest in puppetry
derive from?
I have always loved miniature things—
always loved dolls. I spent hours and hours
in that kind of play as a child. It forms
some of my happiest memories. Somehow
maybe I am always trying to get back there,
to that freedom, that purity. It is a place of
complete surrender to imagination. I think
we get close to it sometimes in the theatre
and it is why so much of our work at Green
Fools has been explorations of a dream
world. Kids and puppets are a profound
match; kids can really hand over all of
their belief and trust to you as a performer.
So it’s kind of a sacred experience. It’s
an honour to take that trust and pass
on a story, or an idea, that might stay
with them—even just a moment of true
connection.
How did you begin working with puppets?
I was always good at art: it was my first love
before the theatre. So I think once I began
in theatre, puppetry and mask really became
a natural fit for me—a way to merge two
artistic paths. I started working in theatre
professionally as a teenager. At University,
I wanted to nurture my visual art interest
as well. I started a double major in Art and
Design, and Drama—before dumping school
and running away with the Fools! I mostly
cut my puppetry teeth at the Fools, joining
the company in 1998, and learning through
active practice, mentorship, experimentation,
and failure. It's been my creative home for
over 16 years.

Could you tell us a bit more about
your background?
I began my career as an actor. I've worked
with a lot of leading companies in Alberta,
and though I’ve worked on the main
stages, it has been mostly the little brave
companies that have taken me in. A lot of
new work and a lot of strange creations—
I've been called on to play a dog, ghosts,
children—in theatres, schools, parks, and
even an outdoor snow globe. I’ve trained in
clown, mask, acting, singing, and dance.
When I joined the Fools I continued
my acting path and took on writing,
directing, and design as well. Beyond
the administrative work—that seems to
consume so much of our time—creation
has been my main focus with the company
for the last few years. I have had the
ongoing opportunity to bring my ideas
to life through our work with diverse and
brilliant artists. I’ve learned a ton from
active collaboration. Artists including
Green Fools’ Dean Bareham and composer
David Rhymer have been deeply impactful
on my creative life and work. As is my
family, actor Shaun Smyth, and our two
beautiful daughters, Margaret and Iona.
Green Fools’ work involves a variety of
stagecraft mediums. Does the decision to
use these elements bring out the story,
or do certain narratives seem to require
specific elements?
It's always story first—or more like concept
first. Just getting totally jazzed about an
idea, a story burning to get told. And then
we set out trying to figure how we might
tell it. There is a desire to merge content
and form—to make sense of the story
through different techniques. It's purposeful.
How has moving in and adjusting to the
West Village Theatre been going?
The new space is so exciting, it's
beautiful… a real theatre and unlike any
we have inhabited. Past spaces included an
old church, an old car shop, and an upper
floor in an industrial park. Those spaces
were cool and had a lot of possibilities, but
Calgary has changed, and there isn't access
to that kind of cheap quirky space anymore.

Jennie Esdale working with a marionette at the old
Green Fools Space, Calgary.
Supplied.

It is a real boon to have been able to
rescue the old Dancers’ Studio West space;
it was slotted to change over to a boxing
club. With Calgary Young People’s Theatre
and Ghost River Theatre, we are setting
the West Village Theatre up to be its own
society, with its own board, so that it
might carry on regardless of what happens
with any of our companies. So I think we
all share a sense of pride that we are really
maintaining and establishing a long-term
venue for the community.
There was almost no technology
when you moved in. It must be a real
challenge getting the space show ready?
This is just solved by time, money, and
labour. Easy right? We had great success
in a crowd sourcing campaign and raised
funds to purchase equipment. Plus we
had some gear and we got a lot of help
and great deals. That said, it is costing
our companies a lot right now, and we are
all small and strapped. The space can and
always will be able to be better, but it is
currently awesome.
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BY ANN SALMONSON
When I consider technology from a
wardrobe perspective, it is hard not to
look at the integration and advancements
in technology in other facets of theatre:
lighting, sound, set, projection, and
animation rely heavily on the use of
new technologies to develop and fulfill
design objectives. These technologies
often have additional benefits such as
increased efficiency and improved accuracy.
Considering the effective overall integration
of technology into most theatre disciplines,
why is wardrobe so underdeveloped?

While at the University of Alberta, I
received a grant from the Timms Theatre
Innovation Endowment Fund in the
winter of 2012 to fund the installation
and integration of new technology in
our wardrobe department. This included
a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) pattern
drafting system, 3D visualizer, pattern
digitizer, and 3D costume/fashion design
program. For the purpose of comparison,
I also obtained an affordable 3D scanner
and affordable 3D/2D avatar clothing
development software.

The University’s wardrobe department
had exhibited a need for a new system to
better integrate costume design, pattern
development, and fittings. The integration
of new technologies could meet this need
in an industry that increasingly embraces
more technology in order to support heavy
workloads and a waning labour force with
the appropriate skill set.

Digitizer: A digitizer allows us to create
digital versions of pre-existing paper
patterns. Digital patterns can be organized
in a database by production or style, or
both. Transferring digital drafts to a CAD
program allows for the timely creation of
new patterns through the adaptation of
pre-existing drafts.

David Laserscanner: This system
combines affordable software with readily
accessible cameras and projectors to
generate 3D scanning. The software is able
to integrate separate images captured
by a camera eliminating the need for
additional processing software. It would
be exciting to explore this affordable and
accessible system in order to assess and
develop its potential. The accuracy of the
scans is a bit questionable and requires
further investigation.

Here are the findings on these
cutting-edge wardrobe technologies after
our shop tests.

Hardware

Edmund Stapleton and Matthew Yipchuck in Saint
Joan by George Bernard Shaw at the University of
Alberta Studio Theatre, 2013. Costume design by
Nathan Brown. Pattern developed by Ann Salmonson.
Photo Credit: Ed Ellis.
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3D Body Scanner: Working with this
technology—at the University of
Alberta’s Human Ecology and Engineering
Departments—has led me to question its
appropriateness for most theatres. Issues
ranging from the size of the scanner (the
Human Ecology scanner is the size of a small
room), expensive software for processing
scanned images, and the high cost of the
equipment are huge deterrents for the use of
this technology in most theatres.

Theatre Technologies

Software
CAD Pattern Design System: Cad.Assyst
is a suite of applications that automate
elements of the costume development
process. Beginning with a digitized pattern,
Cad.Assyst allows for easy adaptation
of design elements such as adding or
removing darts, changing cuffs, adapting
collars, and overall adjusting ease. Users
can take the sleeve from one pattern, the
collar from another, the body from another,
and create a completely new pattern. At
the end of the pattern design process
Cad.Assyst creates a marker that shows
how to lay out pattern pieces for cutting.
It typically organizes pattern pieces to
generate 15% waste or less. If the pattern
maker is matching stripes, plaids, or prints
the software can be programmed to place
pattern pieces appropriately. Also, as
patterns are stored in a digital format, the
need for a pattern storage area decreases.

Simultaneously checking a shirt pattern and garment
fit using CAD.Assyst and Vidya 3D visualizer.
Digital image provided by Human Solutions Group.

During my research, and to gain some
professional context, I spoke with Patsy
Thomas, Head of Wardrobe for the Citadel
Theatre and the Banff Centre. We discussed
multiple concerns ranging from:
• finding or training staff;
• the time, money, and expertise
necessary for successful
implementation;
• the quick development and
obsolescence of software and
technology;
• the price of the software and
hardware; and
• the potential for software to make
costume design less hands on.

Checking shirt fit with Vidya 3D visualizer.
Digital image provided by Human Solutions Group.

Vidya: This 3D visualizer software
integrates 3D body scanning, a digitizer,
and a CAD program. The visualizer can
import 3D body scans of performers. The
program then takes patterns from the
CAD software and enables the user to
digitally fit the pattern to the body scan.
Vidya works with Cad.Assyst to adapt
the patterns in real time during a virtual
fitting: dropping the armhole, adding
fullness to a gathered skirt, or adjusting
the rise on a pair of trousers. Vidya also
allows the user to import textile patterns
and choose pattern sizes and colours. The
combination of 3D body scanning, the
digitizer, Cad.Assyst, and Vidya eliminates
the need for physical mock-ups regardless
of the body type of the performer or the
pattern: decreasing pattern development
time, reducing textile waste, and limiting
the amount of fittings on built costumes.

Some of the positives identified were the
software’s need for designers to think of
designs in three dimensions, the need for
fewer fittings, the potential to support the
design and build process, and decreasing
pattern development time.
Working towards integrating the software
and hardware into the costuming processes
in the University’s wardrobe department
has been a slow, sometimes painful,
process. We have had difficulty making
time for learning and practicing with the
software and hardware amid the theatre
season. File size, file format, and working
with obscure proprietary software have
also created challenges. That said, when
using the software on Saint Joan in 2013,
we were able to build three Cassock coats,
each with only one final fitting.

Marvellous Designer: This software is a
well developed, consumer friendly fashion
design program that works similarly to an
integration of the Cad.Assyst and Vidya
programs. Where Cad.Assyst and Vidya are
expensive, Marvellous Designer is affordable
and has accessible tutorials and fun
features like a 3D fashion show and wind
simulation. Costume design in Marvellous
Designer involves two panels. One shows
a pattern fit on a 3D avatar—theoretically,
avatars can be imported scans of
performers—and the other panel shows
the creation and development of pattern
pieces—patterns can also be imported. The
costume can be adapted in both panels.
The interface is interactive and encourages
the user to play with elements such as
pattern shapes, drape, and seam placement.

Optimizing fabric usage with Lay.Assyst.
Digital image provided by Human Solutions Group.

Ann Salmonson has worked as a cutter, stitcher,
costume designer, instructor, and head of wardrobe
in several different theatres. Ann would like to
thank her colleagues at the U of A for making this
project possible. Ann is currently on contract at the
Royal Alberta Museum.

Ann Salmonson.
Supplied.
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As part of our issue on theatre technologies we thought it would be interesting to take a look at some of our province’s historic
theatres and explore stagecraft elements from a bygone era. So we got on the phone, we hit the road, and this is what we found. ~ Ed.
All photos for Antique Tech Roadshow are supplied.

The Bailey Theatre, Camrose
Less than 100 kilometers southeast of Edmonton, on Main Street in
the heart of Camrose, is the Bailey Theatre. The venue, originally
the David Theatre, first opened its doors in 1911 and was bought
by Stan Bailey in 1919. It was a busy community cultural hub until
after the Second World War housing touring productions, silent
films and later talkies in the 1930s, amateur theatre, and other
civic events. The Bailey was then primarily a movie house until the
late 1990s. Extensive renovations, completed in 2011, have given
the Bailey a new life once again as a live performance venue. The
renovations did yield up some interesting theatrical artifacts.

The original roll drop curtain from the David Theatre dating back to 1916.
Featured on the curtain are advertisements purchased by local businesses.

A speaking horn, an acoustic predecessor to the megaphone, used at the
Bailey Theatre believed to date back to the 1920s.

The Art Deco exterior façade of the Bailey: black glass below with white plaster
and racing stripes above, featuring a sign pylon, neon lights, and neon sign.
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Special thanks to Gordon Gordey, Myron Magera, David Roth,
Tim Ranson, and Wes D. Pearce for their assistance with
research and making connections for this article.

Theatre Technologies
Fedorah Hall, Fedorah
About 50 kilometers north of Edmonton—if you don’t blink—you’ll
find the community of Fedorah. Perched on the side of secondary
highway 28 is the Ivan Franko Educational Society, called Fedorah
Hall, which was built in 1935. The hall has served as a community
cultural centre for close to 70 years; Ukrainian plays, operettas,
dance, and music were all staged in the hall.
Fedorah Hall has a small proscenium stage that features a roll
drop curtain, two roll drop backdrops, and four reversible flats that
serve as wings. These hand painted scenic elements, which are all
original from the 1930s, are still in place and functioning today.

Upstage, two wooden roll drops mounted on iron brackets hold hand painted canvas
backdrops with a different scene on each side. In addition to the village scene pictured
below left, there is an interior setting with plaster walls, a pastoral scene with trees and
a palace, and a cityscape with a street and buildings.

The Ivan Franko Educational Society with its barrel vault façade
and false balcony above the entrance.

Downstage, the wooden roll drop for the curtain with attached cord used
for raising and lowering. As with the Bailey Theatre, the curtain features
advertisements for local businesses.

The stage, with hand painted proscenium, canvas backdrop showing a village
scene (one of four different backdrops), and wing flats showing an exterior scene.

Additional photos and video of the Bailey Theatre and Fedorah
Hall can be found at theatrealberta.com/all-stages.

Tracks on the ceiling in an ‘X’ pattern (left) allow flats to be installed to create either
angled wings or walls perpendicular to the stage. The flats are double sided, and can
be reversed to show an interior scene (not shown) or an exterior scene (right).
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The Process:
The Genius Code
BY JON LACHLAN STEWART
The Genius Code was produced in the spring of 2014, at C103 in
Edmonton, by Surreal SoReal Theatre through Catalyst Theatre’s
company-in-residence program. All Stages asked John Lachlan Stewart
to take us through the innovative creation process that involved the
fusing of multiple digital media into the production. ~ Ed.
As an ADHD kid obsessed with music, drama, and overthrowing all
authority, my struggle has always been about how to connect to
the world.
I want to connect.
At the close of my show Big Shot at Edmonton’s Roxy Theatre,
January of 2012, I do just that.
A former student of mine, still high off the show’s use of sound,
projection, and choreography in unison, approaches me urgently.
“We have to collaborate on something.”
Jonathan Kawchuk is your typical run of the mill genius: an
ambient musician with inspiration on a personal i.v. drip, looking
like a cross between a hippie surfer and a Victorian werewolf. His
heroes are guys who remix the sound of timber wolves eating the
flesh of deer into experimental music—not joking.
“Okay, so… what do we think is important enough to talk about?”
I start, sipping a cappuccino.
After a long, intense pause, his words drift from his throat like
a prayer.
“Music. Love. Replaying a memory ‘til it’s worn out… like a bad
song remixed ‘til the end of time.”

This got really deep really quick.
Out of our first session, we both agree that a lot of people
today live more in their own heads than they used to. Hordes of
portable devices have given us instant access creating the illusion
of connection. The challenge: we want to express the urgency of
human connection in a disconnected world, but we want to do it
imitating the very spirit of technology that disconnects us.
The concept is simple: each audience member wears headphones.
Live microphones onstage pick up the actors’ voices, and send them
via live feed into your ears, allowing for a highly intimate acting
style. And in between scenes, the character you choose will talk
to you. Yes. Will give you asides about how they feel about what’s
going on. Each audience member can choose from one of three
stories, so essentially three plays are happening at once. Like I
said: simple.
Many questions:
What the hell am I getting into?! Does technology even have a
place in theatre?! Why did I listen to the crazy ambient musician?!
Suppressing my doubts, I forge on.
We mount a 23-minute experiment of the project in the attic of
the Artery in Edmonton, and are selected by Catalyst Theatre to be
their inaugural company-in-residence for two years, during which
time we create what would become The Genius Code.
Here we go.

Laura Metcalfe as Gyl in The Genius Code.
Supplied.
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The Process
Unison. Connection. Awareness.

Jamie Cavanagh as Sky
(downstage) and Cole Humeny
as Gene in The Genius Code.
Supplied.

Literally hundreds of cords trail from the
booth to each individual seat, just like
the pipes in the Aliens movies my ADHD
brain loved as a kid. Aaron Macri, our
second designer and sound tech, a genius
in his own regard, syncs up this ambitious
technological concept. We have to make a
game of it.
Here’s an example: in one silent scene, a
couple says goodbye at the airport, while
their best friend holds the girl’s hand.
Simple, right?
Choreography: the actors enact a sustained
retreat from one another in slow motion.
Video: Boxes of light projected on the back
wall move in synch with the actors.
Sound: Three separate monologues play in
unison, each audience member choosing to
follow one of the three, and finish at the
exact same time. Key story points within
these monologues are punctuated by the
actors’ choreography.
I'll say it again: simple, right?!
Laura Metcalfe, one of our actors, realizes:
“It’s like choreographing dance moves in
time with the rhythms of speech.”
Because the audio is experienced privately
by each audience member, the actors must
rely on live sound cues, prompts, as safety
nets: “There are enormous parts of the
show that the audience is experiencing
that I am not aware of,” says Jamie
Cavanagh, another company member. “This
state of uncertainty drives us to lean into
the performance and focus harder.”
Obsessed with the intricacy of our process,
I start to feel almost as crazy as our
werewolf ambient musician, realizing that
today, people’s brains are actually wired to
this way of thinking. We’re onto something.

sports, where athletes push the limits of
their bodies and minds, and by the end,
either win or lose in their objective. Maybe,
back in the day, the sword-like words of
Shakespeare were game enough for ‘ye olde
groundlings,’ but nowadays, society absorbs
thousands of stories and moving pictures
in the form of ads, YouTube, billboards, and
apps, all from the personal boxes of our
electronic devices.
The Genius Code strives to reflect this
current mindset.
I was scared. Is projection design really
necessary to the evolution of stage design,
or is it playing against the traditions of
theatre that are tried and tested?
“I wonder, when electricity was invented,
did theatre professionals debate the place
of electric lights in their theatres?” This
is from Matt Schuurman, Genius Code’s
video designer.
It’s true. It’s not like electric lights were
necessary… it was just reflecting the time.
But new language comes with new rules.
Here are some staple rules of thumb from
Matt about video design:
1) Don’t steal the show. Complement what
else is going on.
2) Be consistent. If you're going to use
video design, maintain your conventions.
3) Work closely with the other designers,
ensuring that all the elements are
working in harmony.

Here’s where I’m at in this debate about
tradition versus innovation: I’m sold.
Projection design is the new ‘lightbulb’ of
theatre. But in order for this to work, we
need to commit to learning new languages.
We need to connect.
Catching a theme here?
Catalyst Theatre’s Managing Producer,
Eva Cairns, one of our major mentors, is
insistent on the company’s dedication
to long term development: “We are
interested in supporting a process that is
generally prohibitive for indie artists: the
extended exploration of multiple design
elements and their integration in full
service of the story.”
We need to let go of tradition and get
curious about the language of young
creators. We need more companies to
put writers and designers in a room long
enough to actually play together.
Because we’re on the cusp of a new
language in theatre, and learning a new
language takes time, and in actuality it
takes failure—something major companies
can be afraid of—they ask, rightfully so,
how are we going to keep our subscriber
base? Well, there’s a ‘subscribe’ option on
YouTube, and that business doesn’t seem to
be lacking in subscribers.
I’m not saying put YouTube onstage. But
I’m desperate for more work that reflects
the world we live in more honestly, in all
its fast moving, shiny parts. Even after
two years with Catalyst, we feel we’re just
scraping the surface.
Jon Lachlan Stewart is a playwright, director, and
performer, and co-founder of Surreal SoReal Theatre.
A native Albertan, Jon currently works bilingually,
resides in Montreal, and is developing a new solo
project called Lavinia. The Genius Code team is
currently looking to pursue further development of
the production.

The cast of The Genius Code.
Supplied.

I recall something Robert Lepage said
about the theatre: it’s a game, like live
ALL STAGES 9

Foils
For this instalment of Foils we look at the current state of technology in two stalwarts of theatrical design: sound and light. We asked two
emerging talents from the Calgary community to give us a personal and professional take on their respective areas of expertise. ~ Ed.

Theatre Sound Technology Today
BY MATTHEW WADDELL
New tools in sound technology are
changing the way designers, technicians,
and audience members experience sound
in the theatre. Gone are the days of CD-Rs
and tape splices. We are now living in an
age where high quality sound tools exist in
abundance, inspiration is plentiful, and the
ears of the theatre are open and begging
to be stimulated.
One advantage of modern sound technology
is the way it can help incorporate sound
into the theatrical creation process. I create
most of my sound designs in the rehearsal
hall where I am able to communicate with
the director and build content that develops
as the play evolves. My main tool is a laptop
running Logic Pro software and various
plugins that emulate real-world effects and
instruments. I also build custom instruments
and signal processes in Max/MSP—a
graphic programming language for media
applications. My choice of computer and
software represents one of many different
possible configurations, all of which achieve
similar results with more or less ease. And,
yes, you can use a PC (or a Mac)!
I record sound effects with my Sony D50, a
high quality recording device that I carry
with me wherever I go. I also frequent
freesound.org, a community-run, online
library of thousands of free sound effects. To
create surround-sound environments, I use a
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MOTU sound card, attached to my computer,
which allows me to send audio to up to
12 speakers individually. My entire setup
fits into one carry-on bag, costs less than
$5,000, and is still going strong after many
years in service. Compare that to the large
studio setup once needed to achieve similar
(or inferior) results just a few years ago, and
we see how things really have changed.
Once I get into the theatre, I set up a
network connection between my laptop
and the playback computer located in the
booth. This allows me to create sounds on
my laptop and send them to be played back
instantly through the house speakers, all
from a comfortable seat in the house.
All playback is achieved using Qlab
software. Qlab lets you create ordered
cue lists consisting of sound, video, and
control commands such as MIDI and OSC.
Although simple in its design, Qlab is a real
game changer for theatre playback. If I had
my way, every show I work on would have
its lights, sound, video, fog, and any other
external device beautifully synchronized
and controlled by one stage manager
and a laptop. This would allow complex
audiovisual sequences to occur consistently
with up-to-the-millisecond precision. It
also makes touring a multimedia show
much more affordable.
Amongst all the tools that have changed
theatre sound design, the internet is
perhaps the most important. Along with

countless tutorials on any technical sound
question you may have, the internet is host
to troves of contemporary and historical
sound goodies from every corner of the
globe: sound art, radio art, experimental
music, world music, ASMR (autonomous
sensory meridian response, for the more
adventurous), and the list goes on and
on. Although many of these topics are not
directly connected to the theatre, anyone
working with sound would be foolish to
ignore them.
Theatre art should not be static art, nor
should it be an island—feeding only on
itself. Current technologies make it easier
than at any time in history to bring new
ideas and sonic experiences into the world
of theatre. It is now the responsibility
of theatre professionals to open their
ears, be inspired, and let the sounds
wash over them.
Matthew Waddell is an award-winning sound
designer and media artist from Calgary. He draws
inspiration from improvised music, film, and honest
interactions with the world around him. His recent
work, Tomorrow’s Child, a collaboration with Eric
Rose and Ghost River Theatre, is a 50-minute immersive sound experience for a blindfolded audience.

Matthew Waddell.
Supplied.

Foils

Using Projected Video and Traditional Fixtures to Keep the Lights On
BY T. ERIN GRUBER
Lighting and Projected Media are two
elements that, in my design practice, often
co-exist so completely that it serves me to
have access to—and control over—both.
Particularly in smaller venues or converted
space theatres I've found the marriage of
these elements to expand the technical
possibilities of my projects. I so enjoy the
power of combining these disciplines that it
amazes me to meet lighting designers who
still loathe dealing with all things projection.
When working in converted theatre spaces,
or found spaces that aren't theatres at
all, low ceilings, power restrictions, and
(limited) instrument inventory can turn
potentially exciting scripts into 'lights
up, lights down' productions. When Simon
Mallett approached me to design A Bomb
in the Heart in Calgary's Motel Theatre, we
discussed some of these challenges.
Originally intended as retail space, the
now converted Motel Theatre has a few
good things going for it, and a few very
poorly placed vents. With a two projector
front blend, an ambitious tracking set,
and some carefully placed inkies (three
inch Fresnels), we were able to create a
powerfully changeable environment for
the performer to shape and manipulate.
Projected imagery from the front provided
context, mood, and texture. The small
and carefully placed traditional fixtures
provided the ability to isolate the
performer, even on a very small stage.
Using carefully crafted moments of stillness
in the projection design—sometimes

Jody Racicot as the Mock Turtle in Alice in Wonderland at the Watermark Theatre,
P.E.I., 2013, adapted and directed by Mike Griffin. Light and projection design by
T. Erin Gruber. Note: Precisely lighting an actor who appears in the set backdrop
using isolated white from the front projector allows the traditional fixtures to be
concentrated on the thrust below without losing the action above.

losing the imagery
completely—we
could suddenly
Photo Credit: Jonas Widdifield.
transform the
performance into
a moment of total privacy between the
audience and our performer.
Certain scripts, or certain set concepts,
require a lot of specificity. On small shows
without a video rig I've been forced to
make frustrating compromises. Last summer
I designed lights and projection for a
production of Alice in Wonderland at the
Watermark Theatre in PEI. The set concept
was a wall of doors—the dream was to have
the ability to light each door at different
moments, and in different colours. Using
only my repertory rig, which had to light
two other productions on a thrust stage with
only 34 instruments and no moving lights,
this would have been impossible. With my
front projector? A morning of mapping and
some carefully considered programming, and
we were in business. I could quickly light,
animate, and unveil countless illusions in
any door on the stage. Considering the
technical restrictions of the theatre, we
achieved some really amazing and amusing
magic tricks.
Using my projection set up as a 'glorified
gobo' can allow a scene to take on new
dimensions of movement, colour, and tone,
driving focus in exciting and subtle ways.
More importantly, I'm not wasting a dozen
fixtures on 'set accent light' when forced
to stretch a limited inventory. As a bonus,
it uses no dimmers in a theatre with
limited power!

In my little slice of the design universe,
projection is nothing without some
carefully considered support from the
traditional lighting rig, and on many
productions lighting alone can no longer
give me the specificity of tone, movement,
and mood I'm craving. I guess I'm a pretty
expensive date, because I want dinner and
a movie.
T. Erin Gruber is a Calgary based independent theatre
designer with experience in set, lighting, costume,
and projected media design. She holds a degree in
Theatre Design from the University of Alberta and is a
founding member of the ShowStages video collective,
a group expanding the boundaries of projected
media’s role in theatre: www.showstages.com.
For more information: www.eringruber.com.

T. Erin Gruber.
Supplied.
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BY SCOTT PETERS

his September while working on Fatboy
at The Roxy Theatre, I joined the cast
and crew for notes in the house with the
director. I had my pencil and note pad as
usual, and as I sat down, I noticed that
every other person except for the director
and myself was holding phones in their
hands ready for notes. I love technology
as much as the next theatre professional,
but is there a time and a place for personal
electronics in the theatre? I talked with
three Alberta theatre veterans—Betty
Hushlak, Paul Bezaire, and Mike Takats—to
get their take on how this ubiquitous
technology has made its way into the
workplace of Alberta theatres.

In Lethbridge, Mike Takats presides over
two theatre venues and a bevy of rehearsal
studios and shops at the University. He
smiles when I ask him what his favorite
app is. “That’s pretty simple,” he says, “the
ETC EOS remote app. It's so nice to be able
to control the lighting board with an iPod
or iPhone from anywhere. But personal
electronics are a very big thing here, as we
are dealing with a University population,
and separating a student from their phone
is very difficult. We have a policy in place
prohibiting phones while rehearsing
or working in the various theatres, but
enforcing this policy can be challenging.
The exception is Stage Management, who
are allowed to use their phones as a
stopwatch only.”
Two hours north in Calgary, Paul Bezaire
is getting ready to hit the road with the
Old Trout Puppet Workshop. Last season
saw them touring Canada, Spain, France,
and the United Kingdom. I asked Paul if
he sees any differences in the ways that
international venues are using personal
technology. “I haven’t seen any uses that
are particularly different from what we

are doing here. The technology allows
instant sharing of its own innovation so
North America and Europe are moving
forward more or less in tandem. Where I
see the biggest differences in our industry
is between indoor and outdoor shows and
performers. I work with international street
performers, and this is where I get to see
real innovations being made by a group of
artists, performers, and inventors who have
very special requirements for their show
technology. They are building things like
tactile button pouches for iPods, or more
easily triggered soundboard-based sound
effects, or entire sound-systems built into
costumes. I have also noticed a far more
prevalent use of Bluetooth transmitters and
remote control devices.”
In Edmonton I am talking to Betty Hushlak
about cell phones. For myself, my cell
phone is an essential tool on par with any
other tool I use. I have used my phone for
texting backstage during shows, to keep in
contact with staff at festivals, constantly
as a light source, and so much more. I
would be lost without it. Betty agrees. “I
love my phone,” she says, “and I am now
realizing that my phone, especially my new
fancy one, can give my computer a run
for its money.” What about the company
using cell phones in the rehearsal hall?
“I consider this the call of the director,”
Betty says. “Computers and tablets are
great to use, because you can multitask
quickly: notes can be inputted as they arise,
documents can be completed quickly and
updated on the spot, you can keep current,
and don't have to miss out on the rehearsal
process. We all have cell phones, but I
must admit, I love it when they aren't out
during rehearsal. But whether I allow them
or not, they are there anyway.”
continues on page 14
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“My phone is always on my belt along with my multitool,” adds Paul. “I pay extra for the international
roaming package when I leave the country so I can
use my phone as I normally would here. I always
carry a charger and cable, and have a USB adapter
permanently in my car’s cigarette lighter slot.”
Mike has a slightly different take. “Like many people,
I stay connected through my phone, so being
without it leaves one feeling somewhat naked. Often
though, I find I go without looking at my phone
much at work, and I still prefer to type e-mail and
other documents on a real computer or laptop.”
Ah, the laptop. Most theatres run sound and video
exclusively through laptops or desktops in the
booth. Gone are the days of reel to reels, cassettes,
mini disks, and even CDs are ancient history now.
But are all laptops created equal? “Mac,” says Mike.
“I have owned both Mac and PC, and find all Mac
products to be superior. Personal opinion.”
Betty disagrees. “For Stage Managers,” she says,
“either one will do just fine.”
Paul elaborates, “Mac. Always. The first computer I
purchased for myself was a Mac Classic, which I still
have and it still runs. I have owned a couple of PCs
but always go back to Mac. I was initially won over
by the graphics and audio advantages of the Mac
platform, but as PCs have closed the gap on that, I
have stuck with Mac out of comfort and loyalty. I am
now running an iPhone and an iPad as well, so crossplatform compatibility is also a nice feature.”
I ask Paul what apps he is currently using for
running shows. “I have tried a variety of different
software depending on the task. For sound I have
run a variety of editing software including Audacity
and Garageband; playback software including iTunes,
WinAmp, Ableton, and Qlab; and for video playback
I’ve used everything from Powerpoint to Keynote
to Qlab and Isadora. I am a big fan of Qlab and
Isadora because they are applications that have
been designed for and by theatre technicians, so
they are constantly improving and stabilizing the
architecture and reducing the failure rates.”
Betty adds, “I use Qlab, AutoCAD, Dropbox, Google
Docs, and Eventrix, but mostly I use Microsoft
Word and Excel. They both cover and can handle
the kind of document creation necessary for stage
management and coordination. When I'm really busy,
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I tend to rely on my current bag of tricks, so I
can get my stuff out in a timely fashion, instead
of learning new ways to compile and present
information, because when working, there is no
extra time.”
I ask about a theatre app that needs to exist,
and Paul is all over it: “Having had to run
multiple elements from different computers
simultaneously, a tablet or smartphone app
which could act as a stable, remote trigger for
multiple sources would be awesome. I have
also fantasized about the possibility of a wi-fi
application which could use smartphones or
iPods as a wireless headset receivers.”

Paul Bezaire.
Supplied.

Back in my notes session, I wonder if someone
might be playing a game instead of thumb-typing
their notes. Mike Takats gets the last word: “I see
both the advantages and drawbacks. There are
many apps that can streamline paperwork and
communication, but I still find the best way to
communicate is face to face. Electronic devices are
a huge distraction when trying to rehearse a show,
or trying to run a show. I could run my whole show
from my office on my phone in theory, but would
that be the best choice? Probably not.”
Betty Hushlak is an Equity stage manager, production
coordinator, and sessional instructor at the U of A. She has
worked in theatre, film, corporate video, and special events
across Canada. She presently is working on preproduction for
the 2015 Canada Winter Games and will be Stage Managing
the Arts Festival running concurrently with the Games.

Betty Hushlak.
Supplied.

Paul Bezaire is an Edmonton based technician, stage
manager, performer, designer, and administrator (or
professional renaissance man) who has been touring
internationally with the Old Trout Puppet Workshop for the
last two years. Over his 20+ year career he has had the
pleasure of working in a variety of capacities at many of
Edmonton’s theatre companies and festival organizations.
Paul often refers to theatre as “the family business” as his
father Gerry Bezaire was the props master at the University
of Alberta for most of Paul’s early life.
Mike Takats is the Head of Electrics at the University
of Lethbridge, former Technical Director of the Varscona
Theatre, and a professional lighting designer.
Scott Peters is All Stages’ Technical Editor. He has worked
in technical theatre and theatre design for 25 years in
Alberta and beyond.

Mike Takats.
Supplied.
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MAKERSPACES

CAN HELP THEATRE
BY STEVE BENSON

I’ll be the first to admit I’m no expert on
the subject, but that may be the point of
makerspaces: sharing what do you know
and learning from others. A makerspace is a
place where you can use tools and equipment
unlikely to belong to the average person
and the proprietors can teach their safe use.
Adam Savage, of Mythbusters, defines making
simply as: “making the things you need to
have.” This past fall there was a Mini Maker
Faire hosted at Telus Spark in Calgary, similar
maker events have been held in Edmonton,
and the White House hosted its first ever
maker faire in June. Hopefully the maker
movement is here to stay.

The Edmonton New Technology Society common space.

Steve Benson.

Photo Credit: Steven MacKaay.

Supplied.

owning the equipment instead of the theatre
company. It’s no secret that arts budgets are
tight. Very few theatre companies can afford
a laser cutter or a CNC milling machine, but
often makerspaces have these caliber of
tools and can teach their use for the minor
cost of a membership. Imagine your head
of electrics or lighting designer popping out
for the afternoon and returning with custom
laser cut gobos for your production. What
about 3D printing those 30 identical props,
or machining a projector bracket for that
annoying spot in the grid?

The Edmonton Public Library has a makerspace located
at the Stanley A. Milner Branch. The Edmonton New
Technology Society (ENTS) is a non-profit member
driven makerspace.

Three years ago while Head
of Props at Alberta Theatre
Projects I sought quotes
for a laser cut computerProtospace, in northeast Calgary, has the full gamut
drafted understructure for
of maker gadgets and members have 24/7 RFID
a 1:1 scale Stanley Cup
keyfob access.
prop. The quotes came
back at hundreds of dollars,
There are plans for community based non-profit
and I had provided the
makerspaces in both Calgary and Lethbridge.
materials and the CAD file.
Makerspaces generally divide into a few
With makerspace access the cost for such
types. Some are clubs or co-ops where
a prop would have been time, materials, and
you would get a membership and then be
a membership.
mentored by a senior member on the safe
Theatre technicians and makers are cut from
use of the equipment available. Tool Libraries
the same cloth. A maker is anyone who
are another way for a person to fabricate
chooses
to build or modify something rather
something using borrowed tools that they
than
buy
it—perhaps that item doesn’t
don’t need to own for the rest of their life.
exist
yet,
is too pricey, or is of poor quality,
The last type are for-profit makerspaces like
and
they
therefore
take it upon themselves
the TechShop franchises in the U.S., with
to
make
what
they
need. Sound familiar?
monthly memberships and paid staff.
Sounds like a prop, scene, or costume shop
How can makerspaces help theatre?
to me… not only would we be able to learn
Overhead—the makerspace has the expense of from the maker community, they could learn
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from us. Stagecraft techniques are making
at its finest, albeit an evolved and budget
conscious form—with liberal doses of time
and elbow grease. Makerspaces may have
a few more gadgets attached to lasers and
computers than the average scene shop, but
the path is the same.
I haven’t heard of a specific theatre-centric
makerspace as of yet, likely because most
theatre productions fabricate in house or
subcontract projects out. Although, JV
(Joint Venture) Theatre Productions is an
example from the theatre world where two
entities, Theatre Calgary and Alberta Theatre
Projects, share the fabrication resources of
the EPCOR Centre for the Performing Arts’
shop spaces. The equipment, tools, and
space of the prop, scenic, and costume
shops are owned and shared between the
two companies—so each has access to more
and better fabrication equipment than they
would otherwise. All those years ago they
were starting their own proto-makerspace…
Moving forward consider the cost/benefit
ratio of using this untapped resource.
Makerspaces hold the potential to give small
and independent theatre companies access
to a vast array of otherwise unaffordable
tools and technologies.
Steve Benson studied technical theatre at Mount
Royal University. He worked for six years at Alberta
Theatre Projects, four as lead props builder, and two
as head of props. He is currently in his third season
as the props master at the University of Lethbridge.
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arts and culture in our community.
Learn more about supporting community theatre through our
Theatre Angel program by visiting www.keyano.ca/donatenow. For
more information on the Keyano Theatre and its programming, visit
www.keyano.ca/theatre.
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